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This document is intended to help VECOM net controls to provide a general sequence of   

events for the Wednesday morning 9am net on the 145.15 repeater.

It is NOT intended to be a script that would be read over the air verbatim.

Net Control Operators should read and understand the concept before leading a net.

Goals of this net

Practice communicating in a simulated disaster

Short and concise, net completed by 9:30

Deal with chaos

Create records of the communications

Verify radio operations

RF coverage

Audio level and quality

Sending ICS213 forms using voice and digital communications

Provide guidance, training, and experience for both new and more experienced hams.

Switching channels from main to backup repeater or repeater to simplex.

Rotate net control each week, anyone could do it

Practice relaying messages and communicating to an EOC entity.

Q&A with requesters so that short concise messages can be sent to the EOC
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BOLD UNDERLINE TEXT IS SUGGESTED OVER THE AIR WORDING

This is only a drill. This is only a drill.

This is [Name] [Call] [Location] assuming net control on behalf of Jefferson County 

Emergency Services. Explain that if this were an actual emergency, we would need to 

quickly determine the general nature of the disaster and who was an available 

Communicationresource, where you were located, and what capability you had. We 

would also want everyone to be monitoring their neighborhood FRS channel.

This is only a drill.

Any real emergency traffic?

Provide time for any new hams want to check in now to verify your signal strength 

and audio quality. We want to encourage all Jefferson County and nearby or visiting 

hams to participate in this net.

Separately work through the EOC, agency, and coordination centers. We should do this 

early in the net so that when sending a message is needed, we know who is available to 

receive them.

Any DEM, EOC, agency, or coordination centers available? Check in now.
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Explain that red (life threatening) messages can break in at any time by stating 

"break break". When acknowledged they should start by stating this is only a drill.

Explain that yellow messages (major damage and outage) messages can break in at 

any time (as long as a red message is not in progress) by stating a single "break".

When acknowledged they should start by stating this is only a drill.

Explain that green messages (status updates, etc) will likely be requested

after red and yellow are handled. When acknowledged they should start by

stating this is only a drill.

Net participants are encouraged to create simulated messages.

Work through all users without regard to coordination area. My call suffix is [y] because 

my call is [xx#yzz]. From call suffix A to G, come with your call. Encourage them to space 

it out to minimize FM capture.

Stations without red, yellow, or green traffic check in now.

Please space out your calls and wait for an acknowlegement.

Callsign Suffix A through G

Callsign Suffix H through M

Callsign Suffix N through T

Callsign Suffix U through Z
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Net control acknowledges each call by saying the received callsign (most readable if multiple simultaneous 
signals) and receives info from that call before moving onto the next call. Remind users to just state their call, 
location and capabilities (however that is defined by net control for that particular week).

Initially all message handling can be simulated by the sending and receiving parties leaving the net (they could 
still just monitor the net or actually pass the message) for 2 minutes and then getting net control attention 
that you have passed the message and are back on the net.

The net control is responsible for writing down the calls, locations (including coordination area?), and 
capabilities. This information can initially be sent by email to JEbner@co.jefferson.wa.us As we get more 
sophisticated we will be sending via voice or digital modes, perhaps on a separate simplex channel. We may 
want to have a main and alternate net control assigned at the beginning of the net so that the alternate is also 
taking notes and is ready for a quick handoff.

The user capabilities could focus on different aspects each week to gradually build up a resource matrix.

The net control should be rotated weekly, not monthly. Perhaps there would be no preassignment but rather a 
quick initial concensus on the air each Wednesday. We may also practice net control handoffs in the middle of 
the net.

After calling for A-G, H-M, N-T, U-Z, there could be time for any announcements. The alphabet segments 
could be adjusted to equalize the collisions.

We could also practice MT63 by sending a message/form during each net. People might be encouraged to get 
set up to decode it.

Close the net with this was only a drill.
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Prepare yourself…

So you can support others.


